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Chinese Nutrition Therapy: Dietetics in Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM)Thieme Medical Publishers, 2004

	Kastner's Chinese Nutrition Therapy is an excellent introduction to Chinese dietetics for both, students and practitioners of Chinese medicine. - I wholeheartedly endorse his book. Nigel Wiseman For millennia, the Chinese have taught that a healthy, appropriate diet is an integral part of maintaining good health and healing myriad disorders,...
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Contact DermatitisSpringer, 2006

	It is an unusual event for a textbook covering such a national and international networks and the use of highly specialized field as contact dermatitis to be standardized methodology, a highly differentiated published in its fourth edition within a time period picture can now be painted; we know the major p- of 13 years. When the European and...
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CT Urography: An AtlasLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Featuring over 500 images, this atlas is the first text on performing and interpreting CT urography. Chapters detail the indications and techniques for CT urography, review the risks of radiation exposure, show how normal urinary tract anatomy and variants appear on CT scans, and demonstrate a wide range of urinary tract...
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Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery: A Surgical ManualSpringer, 2005

	Don’t miss it! The second, completely revised and expanded edition of the successful surgical manual on minimally invasive spine surgery includes 51 chapters (including more than 20 new chapters) covering all current minimally invasive techniques in spine surgery. A complete survey of all microsurgical and endoscopic techniques with a...
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Cardiovascular Prevention and RehabilitationSpringer, 2007


	Over the past decades the medical care of the patient with cardiovascular disease (CVD)

	has shown an impressive development, with marked positive consequences for mortality,

	morbidity, and the quality of life of coronary patients. This improvement has

	profoundly changed the arena in which cardiac rehabilitation (CR) has been acting...
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Spinal Imaging: Diagnostic Imaging of the Spine and Spinal Cord (Medical Radiology)Springer, 2007

	- Comprehensive, up-to-date textbook on the imaging of frequently encountered


	spinal disorders


	- Richly illustrated


	- All imaging modalities considered, e.g. plain film, multidetector CT and MRI


	- Designed to ensure ease of use, with a logical structure and extensive index
...
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Diagnosis and Treatment of Human Mycoses (Infectious Disease)Humana Press, 2007

	Diagnosis and Treatment of Human Mycoses brings together globally-recognized mycoses experts to guide readers in the use of current knowledge in the field of medical mycology to manage those who suffer from fungal infections (mycoses). Often, diagnostic strategies and tests, including basic and directed culturing techniques, histopathology...
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Multidetector-Row CT Angiography (Medical Radiology / Diagnostic Imaging)Springer, 2004

	Multidetector-row CT has dramatically improved the results of computed tomography in all clinical applications, but its beneficial impact has been most striking in vascular imaging. The simplicity of acquisition and the wide availability of equipment make this modality especially suitable for routine clinical application. In this book the...
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Prenatal DiagnosisMcGraw-Hill, 2006

	A comprehensive reference on diagnosis and evaluation of reproductive risks and genetically related high-risk pregnancies. Authored by international group of experts, this book is organized according to diagnostic method, source of reproductive risk, and system under evaluation. Features the latest imaging technology, a review of genetics,...
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A Practical Manual of Laparoscopy and Minimally Invasive Gynecology: A Clinical CookbookCRC Press, 2007

	Laparoscopy is one of the standard techniques used by all gynecologic surgeons. This clearly written and beautifully illustrated practical manual describes in detail the technical aspects of both diagnostic and operative laparoscopy and the most useful therapeutic procedures. The exquisitely rendered color drawings demonstrate surgical...
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Hysteroscopy: Visual Perspectives of Uterine Anatomy, Physiology, and PathologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007

	
		Thoroughly revised, updated, and expanded, the Third Edition of Diagnostic and Operative Hysteroscopy provides a comprehensive pictorial and textual guide to the anatomy, physiology, pathology, and clinical aspects of the uterus and the latest diagnostic and operative hysteroscopy procedures. This edition features more than...
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Cardiac Arrhythmias 2005: Proceedings of the 9th International Workshop on Cardiac Arrhythmias (Venice, October 2-5, 2005)Springer, 2005
The year 1988 marked the beginning of the International Workshop on Cardiac Arrhythmias. This biannual series of meetings was initiated with the following goals: (1) to present technological advances in the field of cardiac arrhythmias, (2) to publicise the results of current research, and (3) to assess the impact of new diagnostic and therapeutic...
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